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In this series of papers we prove the limiting absorption principle over a given
interval for a class of Hamiltonians which contains the original one of von
Neumann and Wigner. More specifically, the Hamiltonians are of the form
< < < < b  .  .yD q c sin b x r x q V x , where 2r3 - b F 1, V x is a short range potential
and I is a given compact subinterval of the open positive axis which does not
contain the point b2r4. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
wIn 1929 J. von Neumann and E. Wigner NW; RS, Vol. IV, Section
xXIII.13 introduced a potential such that the corresponding SchrodingerÈ
operator had an eigenvalue embedded in the continuous spectrum. They
called such an eigenvalue remarkable since its existence contradicted the
w xusual analogy between classical mechanics and quantum mechanics En .
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Their potential was the sum of a short-range potential and of an oscillating
one. It is a natural question to ask whether the principal of limiting
 . w xabsorption LAP for short holds away from such points. In MU the
authors showed that for a class of oscillating potentials containing the von
Neumann]Wigner potential and for a family of intervals which are bounded
w xaway from zero the LAP holds. More recently, in DMR , it was shown that
w xfor a class contained in the one of MU and containing the original von
Neumann]Wigner potential the LAP holds over any subinterval of Rq
which does not contain such a von Neumann]Wigner embedded eigen-
value.
The goal of this paper is to prove that the limiting absorption principle
holds for short range perturbations of a generalization of the original von
Neumann]Wigner potential on any interval that does not contain a
possible embedded eigenvalue. More specifically, we generalize the result
w x < < < <of DMR from an unperturbed operator of the form yD q c sin b x r x
< < < < bto an unperturbed operator of the form yD q c sin b x r x , where
2r3 - b F 1. The key fact here is a generalization of the proposition on
approximate phase. This generalized proposition allows us to use an
w xadaptation of the approximate phase of DMR . At the same time we make
w xessential use of a reduction of DMR , which says that LAP is implied by
certain uniform lower estimates near infinity, for a family of normalized
solutions of the separated equations. Incidentally, note that the result of
w xDMR , in turn, is a generalization of the Agmon short range perturbation
w xtheorem A, RS , inasmuch as in the Agmon case the unperturbed opera-
tor is yD.
In Section 2, in Theorem 2.1 which is our main result, we state a limiting
absorption principle for our perturbed operator. Then, we observe that the
w xproof in DMR shows that Theorem 2.1 is implied by the lower estimates
of Theorem 2.2, which is our main theorem. More specifically, in Theorem
2.2 we formulate lower estimates near infinity for our left-normalized
solution of the basic unperturbed equation, where the spectral variable is
in any compact interval not containing such a possible embedded eigen-
value.
In Section 3, first we formulate an Additional Hypothesis on our
left-normalized solution. Second, we extend the specific construction of
w xapproximate phase of DMR . Then we formulate Theorem 3.1 which gives
a lower estimate for any solution of the basic equation in terms of the
approximate phase. We conclude this section by showing that Theorem 3.1
does imply the main Theorem 2.2 under the Additional Hypothesis. To
 . w xcompare definition 3.6 with the corresponding one of DMR note that
we have added a term with positive imaginary part. Roughly speaking this
w xpositivity allows us to extend the class of DMR .
w xIn Section 4 we extend the notion of an approximate phase of DMR to
our class of potentials. More specifically, we call any function satisfying
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 .  .  .assumptions 4.6 , 4.7 , and 4.8 an approximate phase. Of course, this
w xextended notion of an approximate phase of DMR is another adaptation
w xof the notion of JR2 . In the general Proposition 4.1 we formulate a lower
estimate for any solution of the basic equation in terms of the approximate
phase. To prove Proposition 4.1 we formulate Lemma 4.2, which is,
w xessentially, a special case of a lemma of JR2 .
In Section 5, in Theorem 5.1 we verify that the approximate phase of
 .definition 3.6 satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1
 .over any interval J satisfying the assumption 3.5 . The proof of Theo-m1
 .rem 5.1 is based on Proposition 5.2 and on the error formula 4.5 . We
prove Proposition 5.2 with the help of the elementary scaling Lemma 5.3.
 .In Section 6 we verify that the approximate phase of definition 3.10
satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1 over any interval
 .  .  .J satisfying assumption 3.7 . To verify assumptions 4.6 and 4.7 wer
formulate Lemma 6.1. Similar to Section 5, the main difficulty is to verify
 .assumption 4.8 and the validity of this assumption is the statement of
Theorem 6.2. We start the proof of Theorem 6.2 with the algebraic Lemma
6.3, which gives a formula for the error potential. We complete the proof
of Theorem 6.2 with Proposition 6.4 which estimates each of the five error
terms of the algebraic Lemma 6.3. We prove Proposition 6.4 by repeated
applications of Lemma 6.5, which is an adaptation of the scaling Lemma
5.3 to the intervals J combined with Lemma 6.1.r
We prove Theorem 3.1 in the forthcoming second part of this paper and
we shall remove the Additional Hypothesis in the third part.
For LAP for related classes of operators we refer to the monograph
w xBD .
It is a pleasure to thank Professors Burridge, Jager, Harris, Sibuya andÈ
Dr. Numrich for valuable conversations. Special thanks are due to Profes-
sor Devinatz for his suggestions which led to the present formulation of
the main Theorem 2.2. At the same time, it is a pleasure to thank the
organizers of the special Waves and Scattering year at the IMA for making
this work possible.
2. FORMULATION OF THE RESULTS
Let the oscillating potential p be given by0
sin br
qp r s c , r g R 2.1 .  .0 br
and let yD denote the Laplacian. Next let H be the closure of the0
operator
H f s yD q p f , f g C` R3 .  .0 0
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2 3.with respect to the L R -norm. This will be our unperturbed operator.
To describe our perturbed operator, we need some notation. First, we
introduce the weight function,
sr22 3< <m x s 1 q x , x g R , s G 0. .  .s
2, s 3.Then, as usual, we define the weighted Lebesgue space L R and the
2, ys 3. w xweighted Sobolev space H R , respectively, A with the help of the
norm requirements:
22 25 5f s f x m x dx - ` and .  .s H s3R
5 5 5 a 5 2f s ­ f - `.2, ys ys
< <a F2
 .The real valued function V x is called a short range potential if the map V:
2, ys 3. 2, s 3.H R ª L R is compact. For such a potential we know that the
` 3.operator H s H q V restricted to C R is essentially self-adjoint.0 0
The theorem that follows is our main result. In it we formulate a
limiting absorption principle for this operator. As usual, for Im z / 0 we
 .  .y1set R z s H y z .
THEOREM 2.1. Let V be a short range potential, let H s H q V and let0
 .s ) 1r2. Suppose that the constant b in definition 2.1 is such that
2
- b F 1. 2.2 .
3
 4  4Then there is a discrete set l in R _ 0 such that the two limits,i
R" l s lim R l " i« , l / l , 0, 2.3 .  .  .i
«ªq0
2, s 3. 2, ys 3.exist in the norm topology of bounded operators from L R to H R .
w xThe present Theorem 2.1 generalizes Theorem 2.1 of DMR . At the
wsame time, we make essential use of the reasoning of DMR, Sections 2
xand 3 which shows that the present Theorem 2.1 is implied by Theorem
w x2.2, to be stated. For a proof of this implication we refer to RT .
To formulate Theorem 2.2, which is our main theorem, we need some
notation. As is well known, H admits a complete family of reducing0
subspaces, on each of which it acts like an ordinary differential operator.
More specifically, for each j g Zq, define
p r s j j q 1 ry2 q p r , r g Rqs 0, ` . 2.4 .  .  .  .  .0, j 0
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w xThen RS , on these reducing subspaces H is unitarily equivalent to0
 .2 j q 1 copies of the closure of the operator,
L p f r s yf 0 r q p r f r , .  .  .  .  .0, j 0, j
f g C` Rq l L 2 Rq , f 0 s 0. 2.5 .  .  .  .
For Im m / 0, the Weyl formula allows us to study the resolvent of this
family of operators with the help of two solutions of the basic equation,
f 0 r q m y p r f r s 0, 2.6 .  .  .  . .0, j
and their Wronskian. More specifically, for each j define
1r2
n s n j s j j q 1 q 1r4 s j q 1r2, 2.7 .  .  . .
 .  .  .and define f r s f r s f r to be that solution for whichl l, m l, m , j
y1r4y1r2 2 y2f r ; 4p exp ipr4 ? m y n r .  .  .  .l
r 1r22 y2=exp yi m y n s ds , r ª 0. 2.8 . .H
y1r2nm
Here, we take the branch of the square root function to be the principal
one;
Re z1r2 ) 0 for z g C _ y`, 0 , .  .
so that Re yiz1r2 ) 0, for Im z ) 0, Re z - 0. 2.9 .  .
 .Hence, for Im m G 0 the exponential in 2.8 is bounded near r s 0, with a
bound depending on the fixed values of m and n . Hence, the asymptotic
 .  .formula 2.8 shows that f r tends to zero as r tends to zero. Thel
w xexistence of this solution f is implied by O, Theorem 2.1 . Finally, to eachl
1 .function f in C 0, ` we assign a vector valued function and a norm,
1r2f r . 2 2
f r s and f r s f r q f 9 r . 2.10 .  .  .  .  . .f 9 r .
THEOREM 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold, let b be the
 .constant of definition 2.1 , and let the inter¨ al I be such that
b2r4 f I ; Rq and I is compact. 2.11 .
 .Next let f be the solution to the basic equation 2.6 for which the asymptoticl
 . 0formula 2.8 holds as m ª l g I from abo¨e. Then, for each j ) j , there is
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a sequence r such thatk , j
inf inf lim inf f r / 0. 2.12 .  .l k , j
0 kª`lgI j)j
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, Theorem 2.2 implies
w x  .  .Theorem 2.1 RT . Next we motivate the conclusion 2.12 : define f r sr
 .  .  .f r s f r to be that solution of the basic equation 2.6 for whichr , m r , m , j.
f r ; my1r2 exp im1r2r and .  .r
f X r ; i exp im1r2r , for r ª `. .  .r
 .The existence of this solution f is implied by conclusion 2.12 impliesr
w x  . wthat HL2 . Then, with the usual definition of the Wronskian, W f , f O,l r
x  .Wa , of the absolute value of W f , f remains bounded away from zero,l r
w xuniformly in n G 1 DMR .
We prove the main Theorem 2.2 in this series of papers. To illustrate
one of the difficulties, note that for j g Zq, j / 0 and l g Rq,
lim l y p r s y` and lim l y p r s l. 2.13 .  .  . .  .0, j 0, j
rª`rª0
Hence, there is at least one point where the coefficient of the basic
 .equation 2.6 changes sign, and so does the qualitative behavior of the
solution. For brevity we call such points turning points. Actually, we need
 .  .only approximate turning points, and we see from definitions 2.7 , 2.4
 . y1r2and 2.1 that such approximate turning points are given by l n . Note
that for each n such a point is a zero of the function l y c , wheren
c r s n 2ry2 . 2.14 .  .n
We conclude this section by formulating three key properties of our
 .class of potentials, which we shall use instead of definition 2.1 :
< < yb b r2p s O n c .0 n
and 2.15 .
< X < yb b r2 qp s O n c , on R , uniformly in n ) 1 .0 n
and
< Y 2 < y1yb 1qb .r2 qp q b p s O n c , on R , uniformly in n ) 1. .0 0 n
2.16 .
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and
`
ybp s ds s O r , for r ª `. 2.17 .  . .H 0
r
We shall also use that in any interval of length at least 2p , p has a zero.0
Thus the theorem that we prove is stronger than the one we stated.
3. THEOREM 3.1 AND AN ADDITIONAL HYPOTHESIS
IMPLY THE MAIN THEOREM
We start this section by formulating an Additional Hypothesis:
 .ADDITIONAL HYPOTHESIS. For each j let the number n s n j be gi¨ en
 .  .by definition 2.7 and let the function c be gi¨ en by definition 2.14 . Then,n
to the solution f of Theorem 2.2 there is a number k such thatl
1
F k F 2b y 1 3.1 .
3
and for each l there is a number s  j. with the property
ly1r2n 1 q n ky1 - s  j. - ly1r2n 1 q 2n ky1 3.2 .  .  .
and
1r4 j.  j.lim inf l y c s ? f s ) 0. 3.3 .  .  .n l
jª`
We continue this section by formulating a theorem. For this purpose we
need a construction which is modeled after the second order JWKB-ap-
w xproximation method En, F, KC, O, Wa, DR, JR1 . Our construction also
depends on the interval I of Theorem 2.2 and it is simpler in case
b2
I ; 0, and I is compact. 3.4 . /4
 .So, we make the additional assumption 3.4 , which we remove in Section
 .8. First, using the constant k of assumption 3.1 we introduce a family of
``middle'' intervals, J s J , such thatm1 m1, k
ly1r2n ? 1 q 2n ky1 , 1 q n 2 by2 .
; J ; ly1r2n ? 1 q n ky1 , 1 q 2n 2 by2 . 3.5 .  .m1
 .Then, using definition 2.14 , on each of them we define a complex valued
function
11r2 y1 Xu s l y c y i l y c c , l g I , 3.6 .  .  .m n n n4
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Second, we introduce a family of ``right'' intervals J such thatr
ly1r2n ? 1 q 2n 2 by2 , ` ; J ; ly1r2n ? 1 q n 2 by2 , ` . 3.7 .  .  .r
 .Third, using definition 2.14 again, for each b let the function a s ar r , b
satisfy the relation
b2
a y 1 l y c s a 3.8 .  .  .r n r4
and define
c s c q a p . 3.9 .r n r 0
 .Then, with the help of definition 3.9 , on each interval satisfying assump-
 .tion 3.7 we define a complex valued function u s u :r r , l, n
11r2 y1 Xu s l y c y i l y c c , l g I . 3.10 .  .  .r r r r4
Fourth, for each function f and u , we define a positive function by
F u , f s D q Im u f ? D q Im u f q Re u f ? Re u f, 3.11 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  . wwhere Df r s f 9 r . Note that definition 3.6 is an adaptation of DMR,
 .x4.46 , inasmuch as we added a term with positive imaginary part. We
shall make essential use of this fact in the proof of the following Theorem
 . w  .x3.1. Also note that definition 3.9 is, essentially, that of DMR, 4.23 .
Hence, these functions are approximate solutions to a basic Riccati equa-
tion.
THEOREM 3.1. Let the assumptions of the main Theorem 2.2 hold and let
 .f be a gi¨ en solution of the basic equation 2.6 . For each l g I let the
 .  .function F u , f be gi¨ en by definition 3.11 with the function of definitionm
 .  .3.6 in place of u . Similarly, let the function F u , f be gi¨ en by definitionr
 .  .3.11 with the function of definition 3.10 in place of u . Then, to each family
 .  .of inter¨ als J and J satisfying assumptions 3.5 and 3.7 , respecti¨ ely,m1 r
there are constants g ) 0 and n such that for each l g I0
F u , f r G g ? n 1yk .r2 ? F u , f inf J , .  .  .  .r m m1
for n ) n , r G 2ly1r2n . 3.12 .0
We conclude this section by showing that Theorem 3.1 and the Addi-
tional Hypothesis together imply the main Theorem 2.2. As a first step of
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 .the proof of conclusion 2.12 , we show that
< <  j. ky1.r4Re u f s G gn , g ) 0. 3.13 .  .m l
 .  .To see the lower estimate 3.13 , note that according to definition 2.14
 . y1r2the function l y c is increasing and vanishes at the point r s l n .n
 .Hence, definition 3.6 yields
1r2 y1r2Re u r s l y c r ) 0, for r ) l n . 3.14 .  .  . .m n
 .Assumption 3.2 of the Additional Hypothesis allows us to apply relation
 .  j.  .3.14 to r s s and so, using again that l y c is increasing definitionn
 .2.14 gives
1r2 1r2 j.  j. y1r2 ky1Re u s s l y c s G l y c l n 1 q n .  .  .  .  .  . .m n n
G l1r2n ky1.r2 . 3.15 .
 . <Multiplying assumption 3.3 of the Additional Hypothesis by l y
  j.. <1r4  .c s and combining the resulting inequality with relation 3.15 wen
 .find estimate 3.13 .
 .As a second step of the proof of conclusion 2.12 we choose the interval
J of Theorem 3.1 so that inf J s s  j.. Then we see from the lowerm1 m1
 .  .estimate 3.13 and from definition 3.11 that
F u , f inf J G gn ky1.r4 . .  .m l m1
 .Hence conclusion 3.12 of Theorem 3.1 applied to the function f yieldsl
the key estimate,
F u , f r ) g 2 , for n ) n , r ) 2ly1r2 ? n . 3.16 .  .  .r l 0
 .As a third and final step of the proof of conclusion 2.12 , for each j we
define a sequence r by the propertyk , j
f r s 0 so that F u , f r s f r , k s 1, 2, 3, . . . . .  .  .  .l k , j r l k , j l k , j
3.17 .
 .To see that there is a sequence for which the first half of relation 3.17
 .  .holds, note that the second half of relation 2.13 and assumption 2.11 of
w xTheorem 2.2 allows us to apply the Sturm oscillation theorem Wn to any
 .solution of the basic equation 2.6 . To see that the first half of relation
 .  .  .3.17 implies the second half, recall definitions 3.11 and 2.10 . Combin-
 .  .ing the second half of relation 3.17 with the key estimate 3.16 we arrive
 .at conclusion 2.12 . Thus the Additional Hypothesis and Theorem 3.1 do
imply Theorem 2.2.
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4. AN ADAPTATION OF THE NOTION OF AN
APPROXIMATE PHASE
In this section we adapt the notion of an approximate phase to the class
of potentials of Theorem 2.2. Roughly speaking an approximate phase of
 .the basic equation 2.6 is a function which can be used to define an
approximate solution to the basic equation. To describe this in more
specific terms we need some notations. Clearly for each function u g
1 .C J , the function
r
y r s exp i u s ds , 4.1 .  .  .H /y1r21r2?nl
satisfies the differential equation
y0 y iu 9 y u 2 y s 0. 4.2 .  .
We define the corresponding error potential, e, to be the difference of the
 .potential of the basic equation 2.6 and of the potential of the previous
equation,
e s y l y p y iu 9 y u 2 . 4.3 .  . .0, j
 .y1 2 .Next, let c be a given function such that l y c g C J and define
1 11r2 y1
u s u c , l s " l y c q ? l y c c 9. 4.4 .  .  .  ." " "4 i
 .Incidentally, note that definitions 4.4 with p in place of c , give two" 0, j
 .second order JWKB approximate solutions via definition 4.1 to the basic
 . w x  .equation 2.6 En, KC, O, DR, JR2 . Inserting definitions 4.4 into"
 .definition 4.3 we find
5 1y2 y12e s p y c y l y c c 9 y l y c c 0 . 4.5 .  .  . .0, j 16 4
 .We shall say that the function u s u r is an approximate phase forl, j
this equation o¨er the inter¨ al J, if the following holds: for each ¨alue of the
2 .parameters l g I and j ) j it is in C J and its real part is such that0
Re u r / 0, r g J , 4.6 .  .
and its imaginary part is such that
r
y` - Im u s ds - `. 4.7 .  .H
inf J
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 .Furthermore, the error potential of definition 4.3 is such that
y1lim sup sup e r Re u r dr - `. 4.8 .  .  .H
Jjª` lgI
 .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f be a gi¨ en solution of the basic equation 2.6 ,
and for each l g I let this basic equation admit an approximate phase
 .  .  .  .u s u r for which assumptions 4.7 , 4.6 and 4.8 hold o¨er the gi¨ enl, j
inter¨ al J. Then, there are positi¨ e constants g and j such that for each0
 .l g I the function of definition 3.11 satisfies
r
F u , f r G g ? exp 2 Im u s ds ? F u , f inf J , .  .  .  .  .H
inf J
for r g J , j ) j . 4.9 .0
w xProposition 4.1 is a straightforward adaptation of JR2, Proposition 4.1 .
 .At the same time we emphasize that our assumption 4.7 is implied by
w  .xassumption JR2, 2.8 but clearly it does not imply it. So, for complete-
ness, we prove Proposition 4.1, which is employed several times to prove
w  .xTheorem 3.1. We also note that if we use assumption DMR, 4.7 in place
 .  .of our assumption 4.7 then our conclusion 4.9 gives the lower estimate
w  .xDMR, 4.19 .
As a first step of the proof of Proposition 4.1 we show the differential
inequality
y1
F f 9 r y 2 Im u r y 2 Re u r e r F f r .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
G 0, r g J. 4.10 .
 .  .Here, for brevity we have set F u , f s F f . We start the proof of this
inequality with a formula for this derivative. Such a formula is given in the
lemma that follows.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Let f be a solution of the basic equation 2.6 and for the
gi¨ en approximate phase u let the error potential e be gi¨ en by the formula
 .  .4.3 . Then the function of definition 3.11 satisfies the differential equation
F f 9 s 2 Im u ? F f q 2 Re Re e f ? D q Im u f .  .  .  . .
y 2 Re Im e Re u f ? f . 4.11 .  .  . .
We prove Lemma 4.2 by noting that it is a special case of Lemma 4.1 of
w xJR2 . In fact, replacing the Laplace]Beltrami operator L by the zero
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operator and replacing the X-inner product by pointwise products in that
 .lemma we obtain conclusion 4.11 .
 .We continue the proof of the differential inequality 4.10 by estimating
from below the second term of Lemma 4.2. Indeed application of the
elementary inequality,
< < < < 2 < y1 < 22 xy F rx q r y ,
y1r21r2< <with x s Re e f , y s D q Im u f , r s Re u Re e , 4.12 .  .  .  .
yields
< < < < <2 Re e f ? D q Imu f F Re e Reu f ? f .  . .
< < <y1 < 2q Re e Reu D q Imu f . 4.13 .  .
 .Assumption 4.6 allows us to divide and multiply the first term on the
 .  .right of inequality 4.13 by Reu , and so, we see from definition 3.11 that
y1< < < <y2 Re Re e f ? D q Im u f G yRe e Re u F f . 4.14 .  .  .  . .
To estimate the third term of Lemma 4.2 from below, we note that a
 .  .similar application of the inequality 4.12 , of assumption 4.6 , and of the
 .definition 3.11 yields
y1< < < <y2 Re Im e Re u f ? f G yIm e ? Re u ? F f . 4.15 .  .  .  . .
 .We complete the proof of the differential inequality 4.10 by inserting
 .  .  .estimates 4.15 and 4.14 into conclusion 4.11 of Lemma 4.2.
As a second step of the proof of Proposition 4.1, we multiply the
 .differential inequality 4.10 by the positive integrating factor
r ry1exp 2 Re u s e s ds y 2 Im u s ds , .  .  .H H
inf J inf J
which yields
X
r ry1exp 2 Re u s e s ds y 2 Im u s ds s F f r .  .  .  .  .H H 5
inf J inf J
G 0, r g J.
Hence this function is increasing on the interval J, and so
F f r G F f inf J .  .  .  .
r ry1
=exp y2 Re u s e s ds q 2 Im u s ds . .  .  .H H
inf J inf J
4.16 .
 .We see from assumption 4.8 that the second term of the second factor on
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the right is bounded away from zero, in fact, uniformly so in l g I and
r g J. Hence the definition
r1 y1
g s lim inf inf exp y2 Re u s e s ds .  .H2 jª` rgJ inf J
yields a strictly positive constant. Inserting this definition into estimate
 .  .4.16 we find a j such that conclusion 4.9 holds for j ) j . This proves0 0
Proposition 4.1.
5. VERIFICATION OF THE APPROXIMATE PHASE
ASSUMPTIONS ON Jm1
In this section we verify that the approximate phase u of definitionm
 .3.6 satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1, over any
 .family of intervals satisfying assumption 3.5 . That is to say, we verify
 .  .  .assumptions 4.6 , 4.7 and 4.8 over these intervals.
 .To verify assumption 4.6 , we note that it holds according to relation
 .3.14 .
 .  .  .To verify assumption 4.7 , note that definition 3.6 and relation 3.14
together yield
1 y1 X2 Im u s y l y c c on J . 5.1 .  .m n n m12
 .  .The last inequality of relation 3.16 and assumption 3.5 show that the
 .function on the right of formula 5.1 is continuous and so, assumption
 .4.7 follows.
 .The validity of assumption 4.8 is the statement of the theorem that
follows.
 .THEOREM 5.1. Let the constant b satisfy assumption 2.2 of Theorem
 .2.1 and let the constant k satisfy assumption 3.1 . Next let the inter¨ als Jm1
 .satisfy assumption 3.5 and let the approximate phase u be gi¨ en bym
 .  .definition 3.6 . Finally, let the error potential e be gi¨ en by formula 4.5m
 .with the function of definition 2.14 in place of c . Then
y1lim sup sup e r Re u r dr - `. 5.2 .  .  .H m m
Jnª` lgI m1
Note that in the special case b s 1 the interval J can be chosen to bem1
w xempty, as in DMR , and then we do not need Theorem 5.1.
We start the proof of Theorem 5.1 by showing that
1 5 3y2 y1y2 y2 3 y2 2e s p y n c y l y c n c y l y c ln c . 5.3 .  .  .m 0 n n n n n4 4 2
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 .  .  .Indeed, definitions 2.14 , 2.7 and 2.4 together yield
1
y2p y c s y n c , 5.4 . .0, j n n4
 .and differentiation of definition 2.14 yields
c X s y2ny1c 3r2 and c Y s 6ny2c 2 . 5.5 .n n n n
 .Applying the error formula 4.5 with e in place of e and with c in placem n
 .  .of c and inserting formulae 5.5 and 5.4 into the resulting formula, we
 .obtain formula 5.3 .
We continue the proof of Theorem 5.1 with a technical proposition. In it
 .y1r2we estimate the integral of the absolute value of l y c times eachn
 .of the four terms of the error formula 5.3 . Also, for a given function say
f , we denote by fy1 its multiplicative inverse.
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let the assumptions and notations of Theorem 5.1
hold. Then for n ª `.
y1r2 max0 , 1r2 ?kq1.yb 4sup l y c p r dr s O n 5.6 .  .  .  .H n 0
JlgI m1
and
y1r2y2 max by2, 1r2 ?ky1.y14n ? sup l y c c r dr s O n . .  .  .H n n
JlgI m1
5.7 .
and
y5r2y2 3 max2y3b , 1r2y3k r24n ? sup l y c c r dr s O n . 5.8 .  .  .  .H n n
JlgI m1
Furthermore,
y3r2y2 2 maxyb , y1r2yk r24n ? sup l y c c r dr s O n . 5.9 .  .  .  .H n n
JlgI m1
To prove Proposition 5.2 we formulate an elementary scaling lemma,
which we state in greater generality than needed presently.
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 .LEMMA 5.3. Let the function c be gi¨ en by definition 2.14 , let v , v ,n 1 2
l be gi¨ en numbers and let J be a gi¨ en inter¨ al. Then
v1 v 2l y c r c r dr .  .H n n
J
v1qv 2y1 r2 < 2 < v1 y2 v 1qv 2 .s l ? n ? s y 1 s ds . 5.10 .H
1r2 y1l n ?J
 .To prove the elementary conclusion 5.10 note that the scaling change
y1r2  .of variables r s l ns and definition 2.14 together yield this conclu-
sion.
We return to the proof of Proposition 5.2 and show that
v1 v 2sup l y c c r dr .  .H n n
JlgI m1
s O n max1qv 1.?2 by2.q1, 1qv 1.?ky1.q14 , for v / y1. 5.11 .  .1
 .Indeed, according to assumption 3.5
l1r2ny1 ? J ; 1 q n ky1 , 1 q 2n 2 by2 .m1
 .and so, we see from conclusion 5.10 of the scaling Lemma 5.3 with the
intervals J in place of the interval J thatm1
v1 v 2l y c c r dr .  .H n n
Jm1
1q2n 2by2 vv qv y1r2 2 y2v qv .11 2 1 2< <F l ? n ? s y 1 s ds .H
ky11qn
Using an elementary estimate for the integral on the right of the previous
 .estimate, we obtain estimate 5.11 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 5.6 we note that estimate 2.15 yields
y1r2sup l y c p r dr .  .H n 0
JlgI m1
y1r2yb b r2s O n ? sup l y c c r dr . .  .  .H n n
JlgI m1
 .Combining the previous estimate with estimate 5.11 applied to v s1
 .  .y1r2 and v s br2 we obtain conclusion 5.6 . To prove conclusion 5.72
 .we apply estimate 5.11 with v s y1r2, v s br2. Similarly, we prove1 2
 .  .conclusions 5.8 by using estimate 5.11 with v s y5r2, v s 3 and we1 2
 .  .prove conclusion 5.9 by using estimate 3.15 with v s y3r2, v s 2.1 2
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As a third and final step of the proof of Theorem 5.1 we note that for
each conclusion of Proposition 5.2 the exponent of n on the right is
negative, although not necessarily strictly negative. Indeed, we see from
 .the second inequality of assumption 3.1 of the Additional Hypothesis
 .that this negativity holds for conclusion 5.6 . Combining the first inequal-
 .  .ity of assumption 3.1 with assumption 2.2 of Theorem 2.1 we see that
 .  .this negativity also holds for conclusion 5.8 . For conclusions 5.7 and
 .5.9 this negativity holds under the more general assumptions that 0 F k
F 1 and 0 F b F 1.
Thus, each of the four terms of Proposition 5.1 is bounded in n . Hence
 .  .we see from relation 3.14 that conclusion 5.2 holds for each of the four
 .  .terms of the error formula 5.3 in place of e . Then conclusion 5.2 itselfm
follows via the triangle inequality and the proof of Theorem 5.1 is
complete.
6. VERIFICATION OF THE APPROXIMATE PHASE
 .ASSUMPTIONS ON J USING 3.4r
In this section we show that the approximate phase u of definitionr
 .3.10 satisfies the assumptions of the general Proposition 4.1 over any
 .family of intervals satisfying assumption 3.7 . That is to say, we verify
 .  .  .assumptions 4.6 , 4.7 and 4.8 over the intervals J .r
 .We verify assumption 4.6 by showing that there is a constant n such0
that
y1r2Re u r s l y c r ) 0, for n ) n , r g J . 6.1 .  .  . .r r 0 r
 .  .We see from relation 3.14 and from assumption 3.7 that the second half
 .of relation 6.1 holds with c in place of c . Hence, we see fromn r
 .  .  .  .definitions 3.10 and 3.9 that relation 6.1 is implied by conclusion 6.3
of the following lemma.
 .LEMMA 6.1. Let the inter¨ als J satisfy assumption 3.7 and let ther
 .inter¨ al I satisfy the additional assumption 3.4 . Next let the function c ben
 .  .gi¨ en by definition 2.14 and let the function a satisfy relation 3.8 . Then,r
for each b ) 0,
y1lim sup sup sup l y c a r - `. 6.2 .  .  .n r
nª` lgI rgJr
 .Furthermore, for the function c of definition 3.9r
y1lim sup sup l y c l y c y 1 r s 0. 6.3 .  .  .  .r n
nª` lgI rgJr
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 .To prove conclusion 6.2 we define
b2
c s c q . 6.4 .n , b n 4
 .Then we see from the additional assumption 3.4 and from definitions
 .  . q6.4 and 2.14 that the function l y c does not vanish on R andn , b
hence, on the intervals J . In fact,r
inf inf l y c r .  .n , bqlgI rgR
2 2b b
) inf l y s dist I , ) 0. 6.5 . /  /4 4lgI
 .  .Another application of definition 6.4 shows that relation 3.8 is a linear
equation for the function a and its coefficient is given by the previousr
 .function. Hence estimate 6.5 gives
y1a s l y c l y c , on J . 6.6 .  .  .r n n , b r
 .  .  .Combining formula 6.6 , with estimate 6.5 , with relation 3.14 and with
 .  .assumption 3.7 we find conclusion 6.2 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 6.3 note that definition 3.9 and another applica-
 .  .tion of relation 3.14 and of assumption 3.7 yield
y1
l y c s l y c 1 y l y c a p on J , .  .r n n r 0 r
and so,
y1 y1
l y c l y c s 1 y l y c a p on J . 6.7 .  .  .  .n r n r 0 r
 .  .Combining estimate 2.15 with the already established conclusion 6.2 ,
 .  .  .with formula 6.7 , with assumption 3.7 and with definition 2.14 , we find
 .conclusion 6.3 . This completes the proof of Lemma 6.1.
 .  .  .To verify assumption 4.7 , insert relation 6.1 into the definition 3.10
which yields
1 y1 X2 Im u s y l y c c on J . 6.8 .  .r r r r2
 .  .  .  .Definitions 6.4 and 2.14 , formula 6.6 and conclusion 6.3 of Lemma
 .6.1 show that the previous function is continuous. Hence assumption 4.7
follows.
 .The validity of assumption 4.8 is the statement of the theorem that
follows.
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THEOREM 6.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 6.1 hold and let the
 .approximate phase u be gi¨ en by definition 3.10 . Next let the error potentialr
 .e be gi¨ en by formula 4.5 with the function c in place of c and let ther r
 .constant b satisfy assumption 2.2 of Theorem 2.1. Then
y1lim sup sup e r Re u r dr - `. 6.9 .  .  .H r r
Jnª` lgI r
 .We start the proof of Theorem 6.2 by adapting the error formula 4.5 to
 .the case of the function c . For this purpose we note that estimate 2.16r
Y 2 1 . 2 1 .yields p q b p g L 1, ` , although b p f L 1, ` . In other words, the0 0 0
combination of these two terms leads to cancellations and we wish to
incorporate such cancellations into the error formula.
 .LEMMA 6.3. Let the functions c and c be gi¨ en by definitions 3.9 andr n
 .  .2.14 , respecti¨ ely, and let the function a satisfy relation 3.8 . Then for ther
 .corresponding error potential of formula 4.5 ,
1 1 y1 Yy2 2 2e s y n c y l y c a ? p q b p y 4 a y 1 p .  . .r n r r 0 0 r 04 4
1 y1 X X Yw xy l y c ? 2 a p q a p .r r 0 r 04
3 5y1 y2 X 2y2 2y n l y c ? c y l y c ? c . 6.10 .  .  .r n r r2 16
We start the proof of Lemma 6.3 by showing the formula
1 1 y1 Yy2e s y n c y a y 1 p q l y c c .  .r n r 0 r r4 4
5 y2 X 2y l y c c . 6.11 .  .r r16
 .  .  .  .Indeed, definitions 3.9 , 2.14 , 2.7 , and 2.4 together yield
1
y2p y c s y n c y a y 1 p . . .0, j r n r 04
 .Applying the error formula 4.5 with c in place of c and with e in placer r
 .of e and inserting the previous formula 6.12 into the resulting formula,
 .we obtain formula 6.11 .
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We continue the proof of Lemma 6.3 by showing the formula
1 y1 Ya y 1 p q l y c c .  .r 0 r r4
1 y1 Y 2 2s l y c a ? p q b p y 4 a y 1 p .  . .r r 0 0 r 04
1 y1 X X Yw xq l y c ? 2 a p q a p .r r 0 r 04
3 y1 y2q l y c ? n c . 6.12 .  .r n2
 .  .To prove formula 6.12 , we note that multiplying relation 3.8 by p and0
 .using definition 3.9 we obtain
2b
2a y 1 p l y c s a p y a y 1 p . 6.13 .  .  .  .r 0 r r 0 r 04
 .  .In fact, formula 6.13 motivated relation 3.8 . Differentiation of defini-
 .  .tion 3.9 two times and the use of formula 5.5 yield
c Y s 6ny2c 2 q a p 0 . .r n r 0
 .y1Multiplying the previous formula by 1r4 ? l y c , multiplying formular
 .  .y16.13 by l y c , and adding the resulting formulae, we obtain formular
 .6.12 , if we rearrange terms.
We complete the proof Lemma 6.3 by noting that insertion of formula
 .  .  .6.12 into formula 6.11 yields conclusion 6.10 .
We continue the proof of Theorem 6.2 with a technical proposition. In it
 .y1r2we estimate the integral of the absolute value of l y c times eachr
of the five terms of Lemma 6.3.
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let the assumptions and notations of Theorem 6.2
 .hold and instead of assumption 2.2 of Theorem 2.1 let the more general
assumption 0 F b F 1 hold. Then,
y1r2y2 y1n ? sup l y c c r dr s O n , for n ª `. 6.14 .  .  .  .H r n
JlgI r
and
y3r2y2 2 ybn ? sup l y c c r dr s O n , for n ª `. 6.15 .  .  .  .H r n
JlgI r
Furthermore,
y5r2 X 2 2y3bsup l y c c r dr s O n for n ª `, 6.16 .  .  .  .H r r
JlgJ r
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y3r2 Y 2 2sup l y c a p q b p q 4 a y 1 p r dr .  .  . .H r r 0 0 r 0
JlgI r
s O n 1y2 b . , 6.17 .  .
and
y3r2 X X Yw xsup l y c 2 a p q a p r dr .  .H r r 0 r 0
JlgI r
s O n 1y2 b , for n ª `. 6.18 .  .
Before proving Proposition 6.4 we observe that the dominant term is the
 .one of conclusion 6.16 . We start the proof of Proposition 6.4 with a
lemma.
LEMMA 6.5. Let the assumptions and notations of Proposition 6.4 hold
and let the gi¨ en real numbers v , v satisfy2 3
v ) 1r2, v G 0. 6.19 .2 3
Then, for each v g R as n ª `,1
v1 v v2 3sup l y c c a r dr .  .H r n r
JlgI r
n max1qv 1qv 3q1 .?2 by2. , 14 , v / y1,. 1s O 1 ? 6.20 .  .2y2 b < <n 1 q log n , v s y1. . 1
To prove Lemma 6.5 we employ the factorization
v v qv yv1 1 3 3v v v v2 3 2 3l y c c a s l y c c ? l y c a .  .  .n n r n n n r
 .  .Since according to assumption 6.19 v G 0, we see from conclusion 6.23
of Lemma 6.1 that the supremum of the absolute value of the second
factor is bounded. Hence,
v v qv1 1 3v v v2 3 2l y c c a s O 1 ? l y c c . 6.21 .  .  .  .n n r n n
 .Next we integrate estimate 6.21 over the intervals J and use that byr
 .assumption 3.7
l1r2ny1 ? J ; 1 q n 2 by2 , ` . .r
 .Then we see from conclusion 5.1 of the scaling Lemma 5.3 with v q v1 3
in place of v and with the intervals J in place of J that1 r
v qv1 3 v 2sup l y c c r dr .  .H n n
JlgI r
`
v qvv qv y1r2 2 y2v qv qv .1 31 3 1 3 2< <F l ? n ? s y 1 s ds .H
2by21qn
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Finally estimating the elementary integral on the right we obtain conclu-
 .sion 6.20 .
We complete the proof of Proposition 6.4 by repeated applications of
 .  .Lemma 6.5. To prove conclusion 6.14 we note that conclusion 6.20 of
Lemma 6.5 yields
v v1 2v3sup l y c a c r dr . .  .H r r n
JlgI r
1 1
s O n , v q v G y , v ) , n ª `. 6.22 .  .1 3 22 2
 .Applying estimate 6.22 to v s y1r2, v s 1, v s 0, we find conclu-1 2 3
 .sion 6.14 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 6.15 we note that conclusion 6.20 of Lemma 6.5
yields
v1 v v3 2sup l y c a c r dr .  .H r r n
JlgI r
3 1
2ybs O n , v q v G y , v ) , n ª `. 6.23 .  .1 3 22 2
 .Applying estimate 6.23 to v s y3r2, v s 1, v s 0, we find conclu-1 2 3
 .sion 6.15 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 6.16 , first we combine definition 3.9 with for-
 .  .2  2 2 .mula 5.5 and with the elementary inequality a q b F 2 a q b . Then
we find
c X 2 F 8ny2 q 2 a p 92 . 6.24 .  .r r 0
 .To estimate the integral corresponding to the first term we note that 6.20
yields
v1 v v3 3sup l y c c a r dr .  .H r n r
JlgI r
5 1
4y3bs O n , v q v G y , v ) , n ª `. 6.25 .  .1 3 22 2
To estimate the integral corresponding to the second term of inequality
 .6.24 we show that
y5r2 2sup l y c a p 9 r dr .  .  .H r r 0
JlgI r
s O n 1y2 b q O n 2y5b , for n ª `. 6.26 .  .  .
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 .  .To prove estimate 6.26 , first we apply estimate 6.22 to v s y5r2,1
 .v s b , v s 2 and combine it with estimate 2.15 . Then we find2 3
y5r2 X 22 1y2 bsup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. 6.27 .  .  .  .H r r 0
JlgI r
 .To prove estimate 6.26 , second we show that
y5r2 X 2 2 2y5bsup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. 6.28 .  .  .  .H r r 0
JlgI r
 .  .To see estimate 6.28 we need that differentiation of formula 6.6 , the
 .  .use of formula 5.5 and of definition 6.4 yields, after elementary algebra,
b2 y2X y1 3r2 2a s y n c l y c a . 6.29 .  .r n n r2
 .  .Combining formula 6.29 with an application of estimate 6.25 to v s1
 .y5r2 y 4, v s 3 q b , v s 4 and with estimate 2.15 we find estimate2 3
 .  .  .  .6.28 . Now estimates 6.28 and 6.27 together give estimate 6.26 .
 .  .y5r2Finally we multiply inequality 6.24 by l y c and integrate overr
 .  .the intervals J . Then using estimates 6.26 and 6.25 and the assumptionr
 .that 0 F b F 1, we obtain conclusion 6.16 .
 .  .To prove conclusion 6.17 , first we apply estimate 6.22 to v s y3r2,1
 .  .v s 1 q b r2, v s 1, and combine it with estimate 2.16 . Then we2 3
find
y3r2 Y 2sup l y c a p q b p r dr .  . .H r r 0 0
JlgI r
s O nyb , for n ª `. 6.30 .  .
 .To prove conclusion 6.17 , second we show that
y3r2 2sup l y c a a y 1 p r dr .  .  .H r r r 0
JlgI r
s O n 1y2 b , for n ª `. 6.31 .  .
 .  .  .y1To see estimate 6.31 we multiply relation 3.8 by l y c , whichn
yields
b2 y1a y 1 s a l y c . 6.32 .  .  .r r n4
 .  .Combining formula 6.32 with an application of estimate 6.22 to v s1
 .y3r2 y 1, v s 2b , v s 1 q 1, with estimate 2.15 and using conclu-2 3
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 .  .  .sion 6.3 of Lemma 6.1 we find estimate 6.31 . Now estimates 6.31 and
 .  .6.30 together give conclusion 6.17 , if we use that by assumption 1 y b
G 0.
 .  .To prove conclusion 6.18 , first we combine formula 6.29 with esti-
 .mate 6.23 applied to v s y3r2 y 2, v s b , v s 2 and with estimate1 2 3
 .2.15 . Then we find
y3r2 X X 1y2 b<sup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. 6.33 .  .  .  .H r r 0
JlgI r
 .To prove conclusion 6.18 , second we show that
y3r2 Y y2 bsup l y c a p r dr s O n , for n ª `. 6.34 .  .  .  .H r r 0
JlgI r
 .  .  .Differentiating formula 6.29 and using formulae 6.6 , 5.5 and definition
 .6.4 we find
3b2 y2 y3Y y2 2 2 2 y2 3 3a s n c ? l y c a q 2b n c ? l y c a . 6.35 .  .  .r n n r n n r2
 .  .  .Then using formula 6.35 in place 6.29 we find estimate 6.34 . Estimates
 .  .  .6.34 and 6.33 give conclusion 6.18 , if we use that 0 F b. This also
proves Proposition 6.4.
We complete the proof of Theorem 6.2 by noting that since the domi-
 .nant term of Proposition 6.4 is the one of conclusion 6.16 , we see from
 .assumption 2.2 of Theorem 2.1 that all the terms are bounded in n .
 .Hence conclusion 6.9 holds for each of the five terms of Lemma 6.3 in
 .place of e . Then conclusion 6.9 itself follows via the triangle inequalityr
and the proof of Theorem 6.2 is complete.
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